
Reading in Year 2! 



Meet the team-The Year 2 teachers 

Ms Christina Kelly 
Room 17

Ms Rebecca Davis 
Room 15

Mrs Susan Robins 



The year 1 reading programme 

How we assess, Mrs Robins 6 year old 
birthday reading 

Year 2 Daily reading programme 

Year 2 reading focus at Orange 
and Turquoise  



Reading in Year 1 

The Colour Wheel 

The Colour Wheel has 9 coloured segments 
showing different levels of reading. Your 
child will move around the wheel clockwise 
starting with Magenta when they are a Year 
1 and finishing with gold by the end of their 
third year at school. The first five segments 
are covered in Year 1 and the last four 
segments are covered in Year 2 and Year 3. 



Year 1 Levels
12 

Magenta 1, 2 

Red 1, 2, 3 

Yellow 1, 2, 3

Blue 1, 2, 3

Green 1, 2, 3

Reading levels in years 1, 2 and 3

Year 2 Levels
7

Green 1, 2, 3 

Orange 1, 2

Turquoise 1, 2

Year 3 Levels
4/5

Purple 1, 2

Gold 1, 2



Early stages of Reading 

In the early stages of the colour 
wheel, Magenta, red and yellow, 
your child is learning how to 
read (learning basic reading 
skills such as-pointing to the 
words, learning alphabet and 
high frequency words, 
beginning to re-tell in some 
detail, ask and answer some 
questions) Magenta 1 text 



Red 1 text 



Yellow 1 text 



Blue 3 text 

From blue onwards they are 
reading to learn, broadening 
and consolidating their 
reading abilities with texts that 
are longer, more complex and 
include unfamiliar vocabulary 
language and text structures, 



Green Level reading expectations 

● Read with fluency and expression 
● Ask questions
● Re-read to cross check, confirm and self-check
● Give a different ending to the story 
● Make inferences and predictions about what may happen in the text 

by using pictures, own experiences and phonological knowledge
● Discuss characters, plot, settings in detail
● Summarise main points through discussion 
● Say or stretch unfamiliar words looking for blends, chunks, rhyme and 

word endings 
● Recognise high frequency words and make links to other words 

developing a reading vocabulary. 



Green 3 Text 







-At green level children should be reading fluently, continuing to broaden these other 
reading skills. If a child is not at green level when they are 6, parents and Mrs Robins, 
Ms Harford are informed. 

-Mrs Robins will complete her 6 year old birthday reading and may 
contact you should your child need support, explaining how her 
individualised reading system works. 



Running Record pre and post  six years of age 

Level LLevel 9 Blue 1 Level 19 



Fluency Comprehension 
These are the skills that need to be 
consolidated before moving on to the next 
level.

Did the child read the text consistently with 
natural rhythm and phrasing reflecting a depth 
of understanding?

Or

Was the reading the text word-by-word 
reflecting limited or no understanding?

Retelling. Were the main events/facts retold.

It is about frogs

 Or

This is about all different types of frogs and 
where they live. It is about how frogs have to 
stay damp or their skin will dry out. They have 
strong legs. It tells us  what they eat It is about 
tadpoles. It is about how dangerous it can be 
for frogs



Comprehension questions that check for understanding 

Literal

Why do frogs live near wet places?

Because they die if their skin dries out.

Inferential

Why do frogs die when people spray weeds in the water.

The spray is poisonous.



Reading in Year 2 
When you child transitions into the reading levels from Green 
to Gold  it signals a broadening and deepening of the reading 
curriculum.

A key idea that teachers use to characterise this stage in your 
child’s reading progression:

Children first learn to read,
then they read to learn.



Day to day reading programme in year 2 

-Shared book + follow up activities
-Teacher completes guided reading groups-small groups/individual 
-Reading tumble activities. 
- Phonics is taught daily. Yolanda Soryl programme. 
-Poetry on Fridays 



Key focus for learning at orange and turquoise levels.

- Continued development of reading strategies 
- Development of the purposes and enjoyment of reading
- Exploration and expression of ideas in texts
- Developing further knowledge of language features
- Developing an understanding of various text structures and forms.
- Targeted learning around phonics/word structure/specific language 

knowledge.
- To be able to comprehend texts and and to think and talk critically about the 

ideas and language in them. 
- Understand the purpose of punctuation features. 
- Use phrasing, intonation and emphasis to read expressively. 
- Confidently approach challenges in reading and writing. 



Orange Level texts



- Group discussion 

Think about what the 
character is feeling. 
Then read the 
characters words like 
that!

What punctuation tells 
you to read with strong 
emotion? 

Predict what will 
happen next …

Orange text



Turquoise level texts 



- Put yourself in the character’s 
shoes. 

- What is your opinion about 
the Prince wanting a real 
princess.

- Think of other stories this 
reminds you of. 

- What is the setting?
- What is the problem? 
- Retell the beginning, middle 

and end of the story in your 
head. 

- What would you do if you 
were in the story. 

- Is the author trying to teach 
you a lesson? 

Turquoise text



Comprehension Skills Focus: Orange & Turquoise 

Story Retelling  <----------->  Narrative Writing 





Comprehension Skills Focus: Orange & Turquoise 



Comprehension Skills Focus: Orange & Turquoise 





Comprehension Skills Focus: Orange & Turquoise 





What we have done at school and continue to do

-We have taken away the homework sheet so more time can be given to 
reading. 

-The teachers all completed the Yolanda Sorryl 2 day Phonics programme 
which teaches the children key skills needed with alphabet and words that will 
enhance their literacy capabilities 

-We have purchased new readers to have at school, ensuring the children have 
new and exciting content. 

-We purchased the PM online reading licenses which was a great tool during 
lockdown and continues to be used even now in isolation. 

-Mrs Robins will be completing her 6 year old birthday reading. 

-Ms Elzaneer is also a part of the year 2 reading programme. 



Reading at Home 
-Needs to be fun and easy
-Let them read widely and wildly 
-A range of texts, not just the ones that are sent home
-Encourage creativity, foster imagination and a love of reading 
-Children love to read things they have written-make scrapbooks, cards
-Read comics
-Join a local library
-Magazines
-Poetry 
-Rhymes 
-Tongue twisters
-Songs 
-chapter books 
-Dr Seuss 
-Being read to is also important 




